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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to provide the view on the online advertising’s 
characteristics during the present financial crisis in Sweden. To achieve the purpose, multiple 
case study of four main Swedish banks is used with the predominance of descriptive method. 
The main finding of this study is close interaction between the advertising character and 
market trends impact. This main observation has a great impact on the character of the 
analysis and affects almost every functional aspect of the advertising. Besides that, also five 
other main observations were made. Following them, it is especially worth to mention that 
advertising can be a source of competitiveness, a way of differentiation or a way of 
conditioning customer. From all the study findings, clear image of ads typical features, 
functions and roles in the banks’ prosperity arises. 
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Introduction 

The economic situation of the most developed countries in the World has changed 
dramatically over the last few months. Among different fields and sectors of market systems, 
the most affected by crisis seems to be the financial sector, which suffers a big lack of 
investments and loss of assets. The biggest source of working capital is aggregated in banks 
resources. After the bank run, which according to Diamond (2007), appears due to a sudden 
rush of withdrawals made by depositors, a fast reflux of financial resources has taken place, 
what situated all the banks on the border of collapse. Banks, which survived this critical 
situation, were forced to change their activities to a large extent, including marketing 
strategies. 

One of the main parts of the marketing communication is advertising. As Huxley 
(Twitchell, 1996, p.14) used to call it, advertisement is “the most arduous literary form of all, 
the most difficult to master, the most pregnant in curious possibilities”. However, this 
“difficult” form of promotion plays very important role during the unstable economic 
circumstances, when demand needs to be stimulated after its deep impairment. Huge bank 
withdrawals for instance, were stimulus for investments in advertising of deposits. But at the 
same moment as the individual economies undergo international trends, the profiles of 
advertising change as well. Cutting down the banks’ spending as well as changing consumers’ 
preferences relegated traditional forms of advertising and contributed to growth of the 
importance of the modern advertising forms. 

Among all the types of new marketing inventions one can find very simple, wide and 
effective “device” such as Internet marketing, which role has sizably grown through the last 
years. The Internet has nowadays become part of everyday life, both personal and business. 
The latter field has a big importance in marketing as the easiest, fastest, one of the cheapest 
and a big potential-holding way of attracting and maintaining a customer. According to 
Verizon (2002), the number of Web sites doubles every four to five months. Internet gives a 
source of almost infinite possibilities. Many of these chances lie in the marketing which, in 
this form, is successfully used by banks. One of the reasons is continuous technological 
progress both in case of banks, as well as in the Internet interface; thus, many banks clients 
are modern technology-liked Internet users. This group prefers to obtain information about 
banks through the Internet.  

Even when operating in such apparent narrow field as the Internet marketing, one are 
able to drill this topic deeper to find probably the most popular, and still effective way of 
online marketing promotion, advertising. Online advertising is a phenomenon of which 
boundaries are difficult to determine, due to close connections to different areas of the 
Internet marketing. Anyhow defined, online advertising has the aim of targeting customer 
with the marketing solicitations and, as one can see by everyday practice, it works 
(Lindstrom, 2001). As it was stated in Morgan Stanley’s (2001) research, this hidden Internet 
advertisement’s power results in greater ability to call the brand back to mind after seeing an 
Internet ad than in the case of magazines, newspapers and TV. But among many advantages 
of the Online advertising, high awareness of its complexity, potential and “perversity of 
functioning” should always be in a mind of advertiser. Very good conclusion of this online 
advertisement theory was included in Nyhan’s (2006, p.4) report, who claims: „Be prepared 

for uncertainty. Digital media changes fast; therefore you must continually evolve your 

tactics.” 
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By connection of all the scientific areas or/and concepts mentioned before, one can 
come to a difficult, however interesting topic, which is online advertising of banks in Sweden 
during the present financial crisis. The choice of this problematic area was not by accident. 
First, the Internet advertising is a modern marketing concept with a big impact on today’s 
business. Due to this fast-changing character, one publication, without a distinction in its type, 
can present totally new approach or attention-grabbing information than other, being 
published just after few months. The scale of online advertising is also huge; just one year ago 
(to a large extent thanks to banks) it was valued £2.8 (IAB, 2007). Second, and the most 
important, the impact of the financial crisis, which as it was mentioned, changes every day 
live, can show even more interesting results of the analysis of the appearance of Internet 
advertisements. Moreover, banks as financial institutions are the main players affected by 
crisis. Third, the target market chosen – Sweden is highly competitive market; unique when it 
comes to innovativeness on the World area. Its multinational character additionally 
strengthens effects of the crisis on banks’ marketing operations. These complex interactions, 
when put together, form the final research questions, which is: How does the Internet 

advertising look like at the time of present financial crisis? 

Thereby, the purpose of this study is both to analyze the ads appearance and features 
as well as advertising’s effect on the customers’ perception at the time of the current 
economic downturn. As it was stated before, interesting associations between the crisis and 
online advertising in the Internet in Sweden are hoped to be find. To achieve the purpose, an 
appropriate model will be implemented, which performs two main roles. First, it provides the 
general view on how advertising works and shows the importance of all the particular 
elements in the cognitive process. Second, it works as a tool for evaluating, categorizing and 
in-depth analyzing the Internet ads, which are the subject of the study and in that way, gives 
the coherence to empirical inquiry. The model presented below works as the attempt to bring 

Picture 1. The cognitive association model of online advertising 
Source: the own work 
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all these aspects together. The inspiration was Fill’s (2001) concept; however similarity with 
the final model is relatively low. As one can see from the model, until purchase intention 
arises, attention has to be attracted, different thoughts take place, then likeability in 
connections with brand and message associations “decide” about possible success. In other 
words, everything moves from awareness, through evaluation to conviction about proper 
choice. Message associations play important role due to their ability to “form the shape” of 
the elements lying on the central line. Content of the model and purposefulness of the 
elements are described in the next chapter. 

The subsequent part of the work will proceed as follows: First, theoretical frameworks 
will be presented, followed by methodology aspect. Then complex view on theory will be 
implemented. Finally, analysis of our sample and the conclusion will be presented.   
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1. Theoretical frameworks 

As it was emphasized before, present financial crisis shapes many fields of national 
economies in a negative way. But as this is not the first time that the financial World stands 
against economic problems, the experience from the previous cases may show the proper way 
out. The good example is that one that has taken place after the event from September 11th in 
USA. Among others, three scholars were separately investigating the effect of this economic 
crisis on advertising. However, they all agreed that the number of advertisements has 
decreased during the crisis, they also found financial crisis as a stimulus to developing new 
solutions. Weyland (2002) highlights that financial crisis always draws people attention to 
digital media, as the easiest way to obtain ”fresh” information. That’s why it constitutes the 
good occasion for the companies to be focused on advertising. On the other hand, as 
Donelson (2002) says, during the financial crisis some of consumers consider advertising 
companies as “a money-grubbing profiteers”. That’s why it stimulates development of the 
advertisements consisting of advertiser’s support for the people who suffer from the crisis. 
The other popular themes are advertisements with patriotism’s elements and “recession 
promotions”, e.g. by showing consumers that the prices were lowered because of the present 
situation. As a confirmation, Barr (2002) states that about 62% of consumers would be likely 
to switch to companies which support a good cause.  

Alonso & Molero (2008), who both analyze current trends, found that financial crisis 
become opportunity for digital advertising and media will emerge from this crisis much 
stronger than ever. As it was stated by Alonso, the reason is cutting expenses and greater ROI 
(Return on Investment) that companies can receive from advertising. Molero, on the other 
hand maintains that a big risk accompanies not-spending on advertising. However, companies 
should be aware that times have changed and nowadays lack of investment in advertisements 
will have the effect of the fast attack from competition.  

Örs (2003), in his researches tries to investigate non-pricing strategies and the role of 
its advertising in commercial banking. Following his studies, the dramatic changes in the 
banking sector, like for instance growing non-price competition, increased the role of the 
advertising. The author maintains that with the increasing role of Internet as a distribution 
channel for selling financial products, real monopolies do not longer exist. That’s why banks 
perceived as the former monopolists in the specific area spend now significant amounts on 
advertising. As Örs also emphasizes, advertising seems to be less relevant for highly 
competitive financial markets and more important as the markets push themselves toward 
monopolistic competition. As the target market being the area of the study seems to be a 
highly competitive, it will be interesting to check Örs’s hypothesis. 

Not many researchers sacrificed their studies to relations between digital marketing 
advertisements and the economic problems. First, digital marketing is a new concept. On the 
other hand, crises do not happen every day. Anyway, the researches of the above scolars show 
an interesting side of financial crisis, which stimulates both advertisements’ development and 
development of new advertising strategies. These results build a promising foundation to see 
financial crisis’ tremendous impact on advertising banking. 

The conceptual frameworks’ construction is accurately connected with the structure of 
the model, which was presented before. The following theory gives view of the definitions 
and characteristics of the concept of advertising and its online form as well as on 
classification of the ads. Thereby, it makes the reader understanding the theoretical field in 
which the problem placed, and supply a big source of information to describe the banks’ 
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advertisements appearance. It also provides the considerable collection of the previous studies 
in the domain of both MarCom and advertising’s effect on customer’s behavior and attitudes. 
Thereby, it helps to understand how the (online) advertising works.  

1.1. Definition, importance and functions of advertising 

Advertising is at the same time the most traditional, and adopting the most modern 
forms, concept of marketing.  As some say, the advertising of yesterday is not the advertising 
of today. On the other hand, some of its forms did not change much through the last two 
thousand of years, where the first forms of ads were found in the ancient city of Pompeii (Du 
Plessis, 2001). Following Kwarciak (1997), the approach to defining the advertising can be 
static, where advertisement is a final announcement prepared to a distribution in a social 
system or dynamic – as a process of communication between the author and potential reader. 
In the business of today, the latter approach constitutes the core element of advertising and by 
following it we can provide at least two definitions of this phenomenon which seems to be 
relatively proper. 

Moriaty (1991, p.70) describes advertising as “A conversation with the consumer, 
which draws attention, provides information, states a thesis and encourages to a purchase, a 
test, or the other activity”. Relatively different is the approach of Bovee (1992, p.7), who 
states that “Advertising is the nonpersonal communication of information usually paid for and 
usually persuasive in nature about products, services or ideas by identified sponsors through 
the various media”.  

This element of communications constitutes a vitally important force of business, 
especially relating to banking. Tellis (2003) stresses the importance of five features of 
advertising that makes this concept crucial for the company. First, advertising is a major 
means of competition among companies. In a free market and especially its financial segment, 
firms constantly compete by offering better prices (interests) or quality of goods (services). 
Various forms of advertising are then essential for companies to communicate effectively 
with the customers, directing their needs and displaying competitive advantage over the 
others. Second, advertising is the primary tool for informing consumers about new products. 
In a market such as banking, in which the products (services) characteristics are changing 
very fast after sudden environmental shocks, it is crucial for the company to inform their 
clients as fast as it is possible. Third, advertising provides major support for the media. In 
countries such as Sweden, with highly developed media network, media reach consumer with 
relatively low cost, thanks to the advertisers, who has thereby access to various customers- the 
relationship is then based on the synergy. Fourth, advertising is already a vast industry. Total 
expenditures on media advertising rise, to a large extent thanks to the financial sector. 
According to SCB, in 2001, the total turnover of the advertising agencies in Sweden reached 
21’840 million crowns and investments in Internet advertising, more than 1’000 million 
crowns in 2002.1 Fifth, the public subsidizes advertising expenditures. In Sweden, where 
advertising expenditures are tax-deductible, it has the effect that public pays for a fraction of 
the cost of advertising. As this law took root in a governmental policy, it constitutes a next 
factor highlighting importance of advertising. 

Tyagi & Kumar (2007) also describe some basic features of advertising, from which 
worth to mention are “message to buy” and “controlled time, place, message and direction”. 
The first means that whatever the message consists of, the final goal is to motivate and inspire 
customer to purchase the product. Even if the ad showed by bank describes just the its broad 

                                                           
1 http://www.scb.se/statistik/pr/pr0801/report9.pdf [20.03.2009] 
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experience or expertise, the natural effect will be that customers’ trust toward the 
advertisement would rise together with positive bank’s perception and at the end the most 
persuaded clients will become the new clients. The latter feature is concerned with making the 
advertisement as effective and economic as it is possible through the control process. The cost 
of the ads is growing in a fast tempo. Following The Guardian, in 2008 Sweden was the first 
country in the World in which spending on online advertising exceeded that one in TV.2 One 
week ad can cost even 15’000 Euros and to use the space in the most effective way, 
continuous control is necessary.3  

The features described before give the foundations to present advertising functions and 
objectives. Again, following Tyagi & Kumar (2007), at least nine objectives that relate to 
banking can be pointed. First, advertising has the aim to introduce a new product and second, 
to sustain the established product. Totally new products types’ implementations happen in the 
banking sector quite rare, because of the narrow scope of banks business. That’s why most of 
the ads will have the aim to remind the customers of the bank offer. The other goal is to 
increase the market share. Advertiser should be aware, that only one way of communication is 
not enough to achieve successful campaign. Next, advertising demarcates the target group. 
Without segmentation of the market, campaign will be futile. Especially in case of the banks, 
products are directed to particular groups. First, advertising of the prestigious banks should 
address only people possessing a large capital. On the other hand, clients who are rich do not 
want to be served by the small regional banks. Fifth goal is to increase public welfare. This is 
its inherent purpose and by addressing latent or incipient needs and educating customers in 
particular fields, public welfare rises. The next natural goal is to promote sales. Advertising, 
with its clearly defined narrow objective, indirectly helps the sales to grow. It also aims, to 
achieve direct sales. Advertising has a purpose to condition customers as well. The goal is to 
improve the likelihood and improve the reaction to the promotional message. This can be 
achieved by showing full of humor bank ad or by introducing the loan or credit which suits to 
client needs. The last goal is to serve as guideline. That means that advertising objectives 
work as guildeliners for the developing and implementing the entire advertising program. 

1.2. Advertising classification and categories of ads 

Advertising classification looks different depending on the author and criteria. 
However some broad types are highlighted in many publications. Among others, very classic 
division of advertising is presented by Lee & Johnson (1999). Again, one can relate this 
classification to banks prosperity to give the clear picture of the advertising. Product 
advertising is the major portion of expenditure on ads. Presentation of new deposit designed 
especially for youth or presentation of revised product are just two simple examples of 
product advertising. The next type can be corporate advertising. As Bernstein (cited by van 
Riel, 1986, p.13) states, corporate advertising is “Paid-for corporate communication designed 
to establish, develop, enhance and/or change the corporate image of an organization”. When 
Fidelity State Bank has shown the ad with football players, children and farmers doing their 
everyday jobs, at the same time emphasizing the close relation of the bank with the 
community, the goal was not to show the company’s product.4 It was rather “defending an 
organization’s reputation or building awareness of an organization where public awareness is 
low”, as Kitchen (1997, p.191) used to describe corporate advertising role. Fernandez’s 
(2004) approach is that corporate advertising represents the pinnacle of creating corporate 
brands through the different media. It is worth to mention that corporate advertising can be 
                                                           
2 http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2008/jan/03/advertising.digitalmedia [21.03.2009] 
3 http://www.e-mentor.edu.pl/artykul_v2.php?numer=13&id=250 [21.03.2009] 
4 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WY5-DZF4c0Q [20.03.2009] 
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crucial element of the banks’ advertising during the crisis. Banks can be seen building trust 
with the clients instead of making competitive malware and continuous state of flux. 
Bernstein (1986) conducted 2 surveys on corporate advertising, after which he made the list 
of its ten common objectives. Besides these ones that are overlapping with the features 
mentioned before, worth to mention are: 

− Improving understanding of a company’s area of business. 
− Enhancing corporate philosophy and policies. 
− Enhancing a company’s image as an investment. 
− Advocating social change useful to a corporation. 
− Provide a unified view of a corporation to its employees. 

All of these aspects are important for banks during the sudden economic changes. 
Even the last element should be taken into consideration at the time, where massive labor 
work reductions are the everyday standard. The next type in the advertising classification can 
be advocacy advertising. This relatively rarely used kind concerns propagation of 
controversial social problems of public importance and other ideas. Banks that use advocacy 
advertising can present advertisements full of compassion to a people who suffer from the 
crisis or act like an advocate of taking care of wildlife or third world countries. By building 
positive connotations, bank can then gain a new customer or improve the corporate image. 
Direct Response Advertising constitutes the last element which is mentioned by Lee & 
Johnson (1999) and can be connected with banks’ advertising concept. This kind of 
advertising involves two-way communication between the advertiser and the message reader. 
It can use any advertising medium including Internet, but the more important is the way how 
the consumer can respond. One of the famous Israel Direct Bank’s commercial had the goal to 
produce emotional incentive to call the bank number shown with the big letters at the end of 
the presentation.5 Instead of showing particular product, direct response was stimulated.  

The other concept, which can help to understand the field of advertising, is categories 
of ad. As it was stated by Cook (2001), ads can be different according to criteria like medium, 
product or technique. First, the medium in which an ad appears is an important parameter of 
difference. Among others types like magazines, radio, TV, newspapers and of course Internet, 
which is the subject of the analysis, exist. Different media use different messages and sources. 
There is also important difference between formats in particular medium. What should be 
emphasized is that very often ads run the same “image” through the different types of media 
in the same advertising campaign, directing consumer from one to another to reinforcing the 
effect. Another way of categorizing ads may be by product or service. The main idea of this 
categorization is that different goods need different advertising methods. After relating this to 
banking sector, the advertisement should provide different methods of stimulating customers’ 
behavior when it comes to advertisement of the loan (e.g. capitalizes on timing) and 
advertisement of the investments, which can show safety and prestige of being a bank’s client. 
Next kind of categorization is technique. Here one can distinguish hard-sell and soft-sell ad. 
The hard one makes a direct appeal. The example of the hard selling can be a bank’s CEO 
standing in front of the camera and speaking firmly about the bank’s stable position among 
the competition. As Behounek (2001) states, the soft-selling is like reading from the moon- 
it’s subtle and uncluttered, often with very low color contrast. As soft selling can be based on 
the implication that life will be much better with the product or service, it can be an ad 
showing the housing loan with the view on the beautiful house of the future. It is also 

                                                           
5http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AP4LaXfGmaY&feature=PlayList&p=FDD0E8D4FF93D417&playnext=1
&playnext_from=PL&index=30 [20.03.2009] 
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common to distinguish between reason-and tickle technique. Reason ads suggest motives for 
purchase. For example, advertisement can show that one deposit is better than other, because 
the consumer can withdraw the money whenever he or she wants. Tickle ads appeal to 
emotion, humor and mood. Here, many examples of possible advertisements can be found and 
as far as they reveal some portion of emotion, they can be called tickle. 

1.3. Online advertising 

Whenever the Internet is included in the topic of analysis, regardless of its type, the 
consumer needs to be placed in the center. The consumer is the last element of the chain of 
messages, which through different ways stimulate both his behavior and the needs. As it was 
stated in the research of Wind & Mahajan (2003), the digital revolution has shaken marketing 
to its core. Both pricing, branding as well as market research change, giving more and more 
power to consumer. Kotler’s (2001) idea telling that traditional marketing can kill your 
company became reality and to stay competitive, companies (including banks) must take it 
into account.  

That is why the concepts of the Internet marketing and online advertising as its basic 
form came into being. Definitions of both advertising and marketing are not quite as clear 
when it comes to the Internet rather than traditional marketing media (Shaw, Blanning, 
Strader & Whinston, 2000). Mohammed, Fisher, Jaworski & Paddison (2002, p. 319) define 
Internet marketing as “The process of building and maintain customer relationships through 
online activities to facilitate the exchange of ideas, products and services that satisfy the goals 
of both parties”. Janoschka (2004) states, that Web advertising generally follows the same 
principles as traditional advertising and the main source of the difference in defining such a 
concept is medium in the form of the Internet. More important is to understand, from what 
Internet advertising can consist of and to be able to distinguish between different forms to 
which we relate in the follow-up. Therefore in this studies, just one definition given by Gao 
(2005, p.74) is provided, who perceive online advertising as “Any messages related to 
products (including services and companies) found on any Web sites”. Definition stresses the 
importance of the services, what makes it more coherent with the purpose of the studies. 

Internet marketing communication can be found as a part of marketing 
communication. However, besides the fact that these two types have common features, they 
differ to a large extent. The main difference between concepts is the digital medium used for 
communications in the way that they can purpose some interactivity that has not been possible 
early with classical medium such as billboard or magazine. Following Deighton (2001) 
features of the digital medium that makes Internet marketing different from the classic are: 

− The customer initiates contact. 
− The customer is seeking information (pull). 
− High intensity medium – 100% of the customer’s attention. 
− The cost of advertising reduces as more space becomes available. 
− Potential to reach millions of customers advertising 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

 That is why a big potential lays in the usage of the Internet marketing. Besides 
covering the aims and functions of the classic marketing, it carries the possibilities to form 
additional functions and perform marketing operations more efficiently. 

 Objectives of the online marketing are to a large extent covered by these of the classic 
advertising. However, due to a different character of the medium, also some additional ones 
can be pointed. Janal (2000) for example, discloses four objectives of online advertising.  The 
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first and main one is to build brand awareness. It constitutes an efficient way for most of the 
firms to speak about their products or services, about themselves, even if the web surfers do 
not click on their ads. Actually, only the fact to see the ad or the banner makes it possible for 
the audience to still learn about the firm or its products/services. The next objective is to draw 
the rich plentiful public to the website by the use of banners, links.  The third objective is to 
“develop qualified leads”.  Having a good and interesting website with relevant information 
can convince potential consumer to do business with the firm. The last one, is to conduct the 
sales online, through an intermediary or in face-to-face. 

1.4. Categorization of Internet ads 

 Categorization of the forms of the banners is crucial in analysis of any kind of Internet 
advertising. The reason lies at first, in the different abilities to present the information in the 
different kinds of ads. For example banners can present relatively complex information 
comparing to buttons. The other reason is that different ads are used by different purpose and 
the aim of using the pop-up can be totally different of using online sponsorship. Finally it is 
worth to mention, that all the forms presented below, carry various costs and some companies 
cannot afford to buy the sponsorship ads in the most popular web browser, whereas small  
banners on the local websites suit their needs. The categorization is based on the most popular 
forms, as some other forms are simply to innovate and relatively new to meet them on the 
Internet. Among all the types mentioned in the literature, the most popular types are: banner 
ad, pop-up, button, skyscraper, video ad, interstitial, online sponsorship and key-word 
advertising (Cohen, 2003). 

1.4.1. Banner ad 

 It is the first and the most common form of online advertising. A banner is a graphical 
web advertising unit which generally measures 468 pixels wide and 60 pixels tall.6 However, 
different forms can be met and for example Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB) uses as a 
standard 125 by 125 or 120 by 90 pixels. Niederst & Niederst Robins (2003) divide banners 
into square, half and full banners depending on the shape. This distinction can be applied also 
to other types of ads. Banners can be found everywhere on a Web page; on the right, on the 
left, at the top, at the bottom or in the center and are usually animated GIF images. The 
standard banner format permits to create, buy and sell advertisements easily on the Web.   

 As it was stated in the studies of Brown (2007) the majority of the banners ads work 
on a per-click system. Click-through rate (CTR) means the number, in percentage, of click-
troughs per hundred ad impressions. At the beginning of the online advertising, CTR was 
much higher than at present mainly because of the then novelty of this kind of advertisement.  
Nowadays, the decline of the CTR can be explained by a poor banner design or by the 
saturation of these forms in the Internet. In addition, the high number of banner can make 
surfers to ignore them.   It is also important that the banners represent a low cost investment 
for a company because of the click costs less than 10 cents.  

 Hofacker (2000) qualified the banner-ad as just one link in tactical chain of three links 
which are: 

− The hosting page. 
− The banner-ad itself.  
− The payoff page (the page seen when web surfers click on the banner). 

                                                           
6 http://www.marketingterms.com/ [10.03.2009] 
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 The hosting page has to be chosen carefully to have a good targeted audience 
potentially interested in the firm’s product or service which will click then on the banner. A 
synergy has to occur between the firm’s aims and the sites where the firm displays its banner. 
As an example, reference can be made to a bank, which has as a hosting page on the website 
of a financial magazine.  In addition, “being exclusive” is also important for the banner’s 
effectiveness. As a matter of fact, a bank should not choose a hosting page in which a 
competitor has already a banner.  

 The position of the banner on the page is relevant as well. The strategic or the most 
noticed place of the website is the upper left corner.  When visitors have clicked on the banner 
they “arrive” on the payoff page. To avoid them to use the back button, this page has to 
respect the message or emotions given by the banner. For example, a bank which wants to 
communicate about mortgage services should lead the consumer through a page offering a 
mortgage payment calculator. This is relevant and probably expected by the interested visitor 
(Hofacker, 2001). 

As the banner advertisement is the most frequently visible form of Internet advertising 
(Harvey, 1997), they play the greatest role in persuading consumer into buying specific 
products. By using ELM method, Brown (2002) examines the effectiveness of banner ads 
with pull-down menus, comparing them to traditional static ones. The effect was that banner 
ads utilizing pull-down menus are more effective by drawing attention of Web-user. He also 
found that persuasion may be raised by the better quality of information which is available to 
users by the pull-down menu.  

1.4.2. Pop-up  

 Following Kitchen & de Pelsmacker (2004), pop-ups are banners that appear in a 
separate window on top of a visited website. This is a new window ad which appears 
suddenly in front of the window being viewed.  This window can have different sizes and has 
traditional close, minimize and maximize commands. Pop-ups are the most popular ads just 
after the banners. 

 This kind of advertisement creates a major annoyance among web surfers and the 
great majority of them is fast stopped ([Briggs, 2001], [Elkin, 2003]). However, nowadays 
marketers use different tricks to make it more difficult for the web surfer to close the pop-up, 
as hidden maximize command or fast-moving windows. It is also important to stress the fact 
that it is possible for the users to block most of the pop-ups but in response to that advertisers 
have developed pop-unders. Pop-unders are new windows which, by appearing behind the 
page viewed, can evade pop-up blockers. 

 The click-through rate (CTR) is not an effective way of pop-ups effectiveness 
measurement due to a lot of “false positives” or, in other words, unintentional clicks. In 
consequence, advertisers pay attention to conversion rates and to the return on investment.   

1.4.3. Button 

 The distinction between banners and buttons may be arbitrary at first (Cohen, 2004). 
Buttons are smaller than banners. Buttons are usually static and primitively animated. The 
most common sizes are 120x190, 120x160 and 125x125.7 Contrary to banners, they often can 
be found in the middle of the page on the right or the left side. The smallest form of button is 
called microbar (Niederst & Niederst Robbins, 2003). 
                                                           
7 http://www.marketingterms.com/ [10.03.2009] 
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1.4.4. Skyscraper 

 A skyscraper is a thin and long banner places along the right side of a web page 
(Kitchen & de Pelsmacker, 2004). Cohen (2004), points two main sizes: 120x600 (regular) 
and 160x600 (wide). Skyscraper is the next example of evolving banners and the role of this 
type of ads increases nowadays to a large extent 

1.4.5. Video ad 

 Following Jones (2008), video ad is mainly the type of the banner, which goal is to 
build brand awareness. The role of video ads has especially increased due to usage of 
mainstream and popularity of flash technology. 

1.4.6. Interstitial 

 “Interstitial ad appears in a separate browser window while you wait for a Web page 
to load” (Altstiel & Grow, 2005, p.302). These usually contain larger graphics and more 
sophisticated presentation than banners. 

1.4.7. Online sponsorship 

 This kind of ads can also be affective because the line between advertising content and 
the editorial one can be blurred; which traditional media cannot easily do. Ryan & Whiteman 
(2000, ¶12) define online sponsorship as “the linking of the brand with related content or 
context for the purpose of creating brand awareness and strengthening brand appeal in a form 
that is clearly distinguishable from a banner, button, or other standardized ad unit”.  

 These types of online advertisement permit advertisers associate their brand with an 
online brand already well-known by the web surfer. 

1.4.8. Key-word advertising  

 Key-word advertising refers to any advertising which is linked or associated to 
particular words or sentences.8 According to web1marketing.com (2004) the most well-know 
form is shown by Google AdWords which displays ads alongside search engine research.9 

The aspect which relates to all of the types presented before is the web advertising 
intrusiveness. Hierarchy made by Krammer (2008) shows that overlapping layer ads and pop-
up ads are characterized by the highest level of intrusiveness. Interstitials and dynamic 
banners stay on the further positions. At the end of the intrusiveness list stay content 
sponsoring and text, followed by static banners. Of course high intrusiveness lower likability 
which is an important part of the final model. Very ambitious aim was set by Li, Edwards, & 
Lee (2001), who sacrificed themselves to development a universal advertising intrusiveness 
measurement indicator. Their measurement tool consisted of seven-item scale including 
features as: distracting, disturbing, forced, interfering, intrusive, invasive, and obtrusive.  

Interesting seems also the results of two other studies. Dahlen, Rasch & Rosengren 
(2003) analyzed different types of Web site advertising. The most interesting result of their 
analysis is that a visit to a high-involvement Web site had an ability to increase brand attitude, 
as opposite to a low-involvement Web site. Employing the ELM to their study Yoo & Stout 

                                                           
8 http://www.marketingterms.com/ [10.03.2009] 
9 http://www.web1marketing.com/resources/articles/best-search-engine.htm [05.04.2009] 
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(2002) emphasize the importance of the front page of different Websites. The results-
somehow interesting, show that limited information processing of ad included on a home 
page, influences favorable behavior and even purchase intentions. Bruner & Kumar (2000) 
conducted a research designed to examine the different aspects of the advertising hierarchy. 
For them, one of the main factors having impact on customer’s perception of ad is complexity 
of the Web page. The researchers found that more complex page stimulates positive attitudes 
toward the site, but too more complex page has the opposite effect. Similar studies conducted 
by Kim, Yoo & Stout (2003) were based on examining the effects of Web advertising 
animation levels on memory, attention and attitude toward the ad. As it was stated, the 
relationship between animation level and approach toward the ad is curvilinear and after 
crossing the optimum point (level of animation), reactions start to be unfavorable- similar to 
Bruner & Kumar’s results.   

At the end it is worth to emphasize that according to research made by Addvantage 

Media (2009) only 12% of the users pay attention to Internet ads, which appear on the 
standard Internet web sites.10  

1.5. A cognitive association process 

To evaluate how advertising works, solid and substantial frameworks based on the 
previous researches are necessary. That is why the complex cognitive process theory 
providing the understanding of both rational and emotional human reactions toward 
advertising is presented.  

1.5.1. Response model and Persuasion matrix 

Since the advertising became the part of everyday life, many attempts have been made 
to develop the model that presents link between attitudes and persuasion process. The aim 
was to show how advertisement induce the consumer to buy the product through the sequence 
of the logical and cognitive or/and emotional stages.  

Table 1  

The main studies in the field of advertising persuasion process 

Stages SRPª AIDA/AIEDAᵇ HOEMᶜ DAGMARᵈ IPMᵉ 
 
Cognitive 
 
 
Affective 
 
 
Behavioral 

Seen 
Read 
 
 
Believed 
 
Remembered 
 
Acted upon 

 
Attention 
 
Interest 
Evaluation 
Desire 
 
 
Action 

Awareness 
 
Knowledge 
Liking 
Preference 
 
Conviction 
 
Purchase 

Unawareness 
Awareness 
Comprehension 
 
 
 
Conviction 
 
Action 

Exposure 
Perception 
Comprehension 
Agreement 
Retention 
Retrieval 
Decision-making 
 
Behavior 

ªStarch (1923). ᵇStrong (1925). ᶜLavidge &Steiner (1961). ᵈColley (1961). ᵉMcGuire (1978). 
Source: the own study 

The most cited ones are presented in the table upon. The first, classic model was 
developed by Starch in 1923. The author stated that the final purpose of the advertising is to 
sell or to help sell. Primarily his model constitutes a procedure for estimating the readership 
of advertising. Later it was well known as the Starch Recognition Procedure for post-testing 

                                                           
10 http://burstmedia.wordpress.com/category/vertical-ad-networks/ [20.04.2009] 
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advertising effectiveness. Starch believed that to be effective, advertisement must be: seen, 
read, believed, remembered and acted upon. This very simple model became an interest object 
and many other models were based on Starch’s research. 

 Just two years later, Strong (1925) developed probably the most popular sequential 
model of advertising, namely AIDA, which was latterly named AIEDA. The latter 
abbreviation stands for Attention-Interest-Evaluation-Decision-Action and reflects the 
customer’s stages of perception in a clear and relatively complex way. Even nowadays AIDA 
model is still the topic of many discussions and among other modifications, AIDCA, AIDAS, 
or even AIDCAS models can be found in a modern literature (look Ferrel & Hartline, 2005). 
These models came into being after adding elements as “C” for Conviction and “S” for 
Satisfaction to the basic model. The main idea for the first concept is that before the final 
purchase, a cognitive state of understanding is needed to match the affectional state of desire. 
Sometimes, this appears before or after Desire (AICDA or AIDCA). The second solution is 
the effect of the rising importance of the zero-defection concept, which is partially based on 
keeping the high rate of customer’s retention. Thereby, the Satisfaction is an important part of 
such a model. However, the concept of AIDAS looks ahead comparing to Strong’s idea and 
should be seen rather as an option than the important modification. 

Hierarchy of Effects Model by Lavidge & Steiner (1961) was an expansion of the 
progressively staged concept of Strong (1925). Fundamentally, this model is similar to 
AIEDA model. Consumers change their minds about the product, then change the perception, 
what at the end induces them to purchase. Today, a big discussion is being carrying on about 
the effectiveness of this notion. Weilbacher (2001) states that hierarchy of effects model 
cannot provide a proper description of how advertising works and the effects of advertising. 
In contrast, Barry (2002) supports the concept and promote is as a guideline for both 
advertising practice and research. 

DAGMAR stands for Defining Advertising Goals for Measured Advertising Results. 
The concept, primarily suggested that a hierarchy of advertising objectives should be used by 
all managers to measure the effects of advertising rather than focusing on sales alone. The 
author of this concept states that it is rare for just a single advert to have the power to 
“reposition” customer from Unawareness to Action. The understanding of the customer’s 
perception which is the basis of both forming goals and the measurement should consist also 
of other elements. Especially Awareness as a result of knowledge about the advertising and 
comprehension- recognition and understanding of the product are necessary. 

The last model is McGuire’s (1978) Information Processing Model (IPM). This 
concept is even more expanded than the previous ones. It recognizes that MarCom messages 
have the aim to provide information for use by a potential buyer, whereas a purchase decision 
is to be achieved at some time in the future. 

Besides these five models, many other attempts were made to evaluate how 
advertising works through the sequential approach. But at the same moments as many 
researchers agree with them, the others do not accept the sequential approach. The major 
criticism is that the customer is following all the stages in a hierarchical way: first, learn, 
then-feel and finally-do. But from the experience, one can state that on the one hand, positive 
persuasion of the advertising is not a perfect predictor of buying decision and on the other 
hand, not always single customer pass through all the stages. Lazarus (1984) emphasizes that 
someone’s self-reported attitude can be just an intellectual choice and not only emotional 
based. Batra & Vanhonacker’s (1986) provide some results which cannot be associated with 
the models given.  
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However, as these studies relate to advertising in its classic form, it is also useful to 
relate to its online complexion. Probably the most cited studies concerning consumer attitudes 
toward Web advertising are these ones made by Ducoffe (1996). His studies results have a 
close connection with the hierarchy-of-effects model implemented by Lavidge & Steiner 
(1961). Ducoffe’s conclusion was that the Internet hierarchy of effects is similar to that 
observed in the classic media (cognition, affect, behavior) and that the process of stimulating 
consumer approach to advertisement is not very complicated.  

 To assume, sequential response model constitutes the main source of knowledge that 
let us understand advertising’s influence and at least three elements can be adopted by us in 
construction of the final model presented before: 

− Attention/awareness: Do the message attract the attention? 
− Evaluation/preference: Are the consumer eager to evaluate the message and does it 

suit consumer’s preferences? 
− Conviction: Are the consumer more likely to buy or to improve the brand’s 

perception after seeing the message? 

These three elements are inherited in all the models presented before and besides 
showing the customer perception they can work as means of advertisement effectiveness’ 
evaluation. 

1.5.2. Weighing the alternatives and the balance of the message 

 Sutherland & Sylvester (2000), who sacrificed themselves to researches on how 
advertisement influences customer’s mind, state that buying decisions can be divided into 
influencing high- and low-involvement. Both can be understood through the scales figure.  

 The low-involvement buying situations consist of decisions about the virtually 
identical alternatives (products/services). The final buying decision varies depending on small 
features and it takes only a feather added to one side of the scales to move in favor of the 
brand on that side. These kinds of decisions mainly concerns low-priced items and here the 
advertising can influence buyers’ behavior to a large extent.  

 The high-involvement decision-making on the other hand, is mainly about high-prices 
items. Here, the average consumer is more concerned about the outcome of the process of 
weighing-up and pay more attention to how much weight to give to each attribute.  

 In banking industry most of the decisions are high-involving. Consumer doesn’t take a 
200’000 Euros’ credit every day. Even if the market is highly competitive (as in Sweden) 
decision as which bank account to choose 
are rather high-involving situation, as the 
agreement with the bank lasts for a long 
time and constitutes a relationship 
marketing rather than singular transaction. 

Interesting seems to be a 
comparison of these ideas with the notion 
of Fill (2001), who would rather see low- 
and high-involvement decisions on the one 
scale. According to the author, the balance 
of emotions and information provision is 
directly related to the message attributes 

Pict. 2. The balance of emotions and 

information provision 
Source: the own work based on Fill (2001) 
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and has a high importance in persuading consumer to purchase. Message can be product 
oriented and rational or, on the other hand, customer oriented and emotional. When dealing 
with high-involvement decisions, the message should highlight the information content, 
especially, the key features, associated benefits and additional functions. In the opposite 
decisions, the goal is to be concentrated on the images and stimulate emotional response. The 
main difficulty is to provide the balance between both scales (as sometimes both rational and 
emotional message is needed) or to know when the scale should be turned.  

Gordon (2008), in his research emphasizes the role which emotional connections play 
in banking industry advertising. He analyzed 2 financial corporations’ Internet ads and 
effectiveness that they shown when it comes to attracting customers. His blocks of human 
reactions were based on Plutchik’s theory of emotion and 8 types were taken into 
consideration: anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise and trust. The results 
from the analyzed sample group showed that to develop strong, long-lasting relationships 
with consumers, it is necessary to stimulate positive feelings like joy and anticipation and not 
only emotional response. Gordon highlights that this emotional connection constitute the first 
step towards building mutually beneficial relationship with customer. 

The first mentioned concept emphasizes the character of the banks’ products, which 
somehow inherited high-involvement decision making and thereby can produce the effect of 
lower customer’s attention, biases or more logical approach to banks’ advertising. The second 
one is used as a part of evaluation in the model. Again, highlighting the effect of the financial 
crisis, it is highly probable to see nowadays, not only advertisements consisting of features 
characteristic for high-involving bank products, but also the other, emotional advertisements. 

1.5.3. Verbal and visual ads’ effectiveness  

 Since the first discussion about advertisements’ effectiveness came into being, many 
researchers sacrifice themselves to evaluate the verbal and visual ads’ features. The great 
majority of these studies state that verbal stimuli are more effective and persuasive than visual 
ones, confirming the theory of automaticity, which tells that the automatic process-word 
reading is superior to controlled process- picture recognition (among others look Logan’s 
approach, 1988). However, also different opinions can be found. 

 Li (1999) states that verbal ads have more positive effect than visual ones in the low-
involvement situation, but not in the high-involvement situations. The combination of them 
can, but not must have better results in both low- and high-involvement decision-making. 

Others as Childers & Houston (1984, p.643) say that the pictures are more memorable 
than words acting as “a rich mnemonic device that enhances learning and retention of material 
over such techniques as sentence elaboration or rote rehearsal”. 

Interesting is also approach of Kisielius & Sternthal (1984) who state that a picture 
added to a verbal ad do not necessarily raise the effect of the ad, because people have limited 
cognitive resources (ceiling effect). 

1.5.4. Close and open ads 

 Yet another issue is the discussion on the effectiveness of the special type of the 
messages, which presence in the media dramatically rises in the last decade. The terms which 
have been used to denote these interesting ads are, among others: complex image ads, implicit 
ads, ambiguous ads or simply- open ads. Comparing to ‘closed’ ads, the message in such ads 
is relatively complex, ambiguous and unfinished. Different scientists made the attempts to 
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evaluate their effect on consumer’s perception and especially to refute theories about their 
superiority over the classic, close ads. 

 McQuarrie & Mick (1999) perceive open ads as carrying the advantages over classic 
ads due to some characteristics inherited in the both types. The first aspect is that the 
repetitious nature of present ads with their obvious content makes consumers to judge the 
closed ads as an assault on their intelligence. The other reason is possibility for the reader to 
find his own plausible and positive interpretation in open ads or just enjoyment of such a 
process. However, even if this explanation sounds reliable, there is a big group of opponents 
of open ads’ effectiveness. 

 Among other researches these made by Phillips (2000) were chosen, who evaluated 
customer’s perception of the advertisements of the luxury cars (BMW, Mercedes, Volvo). 
The choice is due to the relative closeness of these products with banking services as high 
credits and deposits. Phillips found that readers prefer closed ads to open ads. The results are 
even more reliable due to the fact that experiment was favorable for open ads (e.g. more time 
to spend to analyze open ads than the average three seconds in the real life). The reason for 
people to prefer close ads is easiness of understanding them. The author also highlight that the 
open ads are preferred when participants are motivated and capable and when Need for 
Cognition (NFC) is high.  

 The last issue which would be added here is the importance of the headline. Studies 
made by Gisbergen & Ketelaar (2003) showed not only that the presence or absence of a 
headline affects the direction of attention, but also that there is a difference between a non-
explanatory and explanatory one. Because a headline usually consists of certain information 
about the message, the clear open ad, should not include the explanatory headline in order to 
create the most interesting results and force the readers to broaden their imagination. 

 The demarcation between the close and open ads constitutes an important part of both 
understanding and evaluating the advertising. However, their effectiveness depends on many 
factors. For example, the series of ads made by Commonwealth Bank, which had typically 
ambiguous character, was very successful. The strategy was to make the advertisement based 
on the staff’s idea. The advertisers received over 500 auditions, from which they chose the 
most interesting ones, which later turned out as having the potential to force the readers to 
make their own interpretations. The approach was launched in September 2003 and 
successfully continued until 2009.11 

1.5.5. More specified cognitive processing 

 A cognitive process directs the way people take in stimuli from the outside world, how 
they make sense of them, and how they use it (Groom, 1999). The process is rather a broad 
umbrella term including different stages than just a simple phenomenon. As Krathwohl 
(2002) states, cognitive process consists of the following stages: remember, understand, 
apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. Through all these stages the information remembered is 
transformed into patterns of thoughts and finally formed into judgments. One of the biggest 
studies in the area of cognitive processing toward advertising is that one conducted by Shavitt 
& Brock (1986). Researchers use CRA methodology, which is based on the idea that after 
viewing the advertising, respondents write all the thoughts, reactions and ideas that came to 
their minds. Scientists grouped reactions into three primary types: self-relevant thoughts, 

                                                           
11 Information about the strategy retrieved from: http://www.commbank.com.au/about-us/news/media-
releases/2004/101104-news-staff-star.aspx [24.03.2009] 
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product-related thoughts and execution thoughts (related mainly to executional elements or 
aspects of production). This classification shows that consumers do not perceive 
advertisements only as the messages holding some ideas, but also general approach to 
products and self-relevant values play comparatively similar role in persuading process. 

 Similar types of cognitive response were presented by Belch & Belch (1993). By 
emphasizing that these 3 types overlap each other and often invisibly blend together, they 
group thoughts into following ones: 

− Product/message thoughts. 
− Source-oriented thoughts. 
− Advertising execution thoughts. 

A series that relate to the message contained in the ad can hold counter- and support 
arguments. Naturally, if the receiver disagrees with the content, the counter-arguments arise 
and likability decrees. The reason of such a behavior may also be the fact, that the advertiser 
made references to some facets of the brand or some other dimensions in a wrong way. 

Source-oriented thoughts relate mainly to the environment in which the advertisement 
is seen. As some media may change the perception of the advertising, it is worth to mention, 
that Internet is seen as one of the most successful ones, what plays an important role in our 
case. 

Advertising execution thoughts are also important due to the fact, that consumers are 
much influenced by the nature and content of the ads itself. Many thoughts are not product 
related, but come from emotional reactions. 

This model presents very basic concept based on the psychological approach to 
functioning of our brain. Even if the ideas presented in it does not implement great difference 
comparing to the previous concepts, it provides some crucial explanations of how might 
advertising work when it comes to rational way of thinking.  

1.5.6. Likeability 

According to results of the Advertising Research Foundation, response about the 
likeability of a commercial is the single best predictor of sales effectiveness (Jones, 1998). In 
general, by following Jones (1998) five hypotheses can be built around advertisements’ 
likeability. 

First, commercials that are liked get better exposure. The explanation of this statement 
is quite simple- if the commercial is liked at the first time that the consumer sees it, he will be 
less likely to skip it the next time. Also another way of looking at likeability arises from it. 
One can assume that consumers form an overall first impression over an ad, which affects 
future decision-making. 

Second, commercials serve as brand personality attributes. Consumer may consider 
ads to be a brand attribute itself. The phenomenon is not limited to packaged goods. When 
accepted that consumer makes just few distinctions among brands of banks on the basis of 
functional attributes, it is possible to argue that advertising image like the Swedbank Arena 
stadium become attributes of the brand’s personality.  

Third, liking is a surrogate for cognitive processing. That means that consumer, who 
likes the message is more likely to actively process that message and, as an effect, make a 
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positive opinion about it. It is also possible that likeability and lack of counterargument work 
both ways. A commercial that does not produce counter-arguments may be liked better that 
one that does. 

Fourth, positive affect is transferred from commercial to brand. This concept is closely 
related to the second point. Very often, ad which does not stimulate consumer’s perception 
positively, makes it more difficult to gain a positive opinion about the brand. 

Fifth, liking evokes a gratitude response. This hypothesis means nothing more than, 
consumer behavior can have some positive characteristics due to gratitude for the enjoyment 
of the advertising itself. 

However, the advertiser has to be aware that likeability is affected also by other 
incentives. The issue of high consumer involvement with the Internet and its effect on 
understanding advertisement was subject of analysis made by Kwak, Fox, & Zinkham (2002). 
It turned out that Web user’s experience with the Internet could be a much better predictor of 
Internet commercial likeability than factors such as attitude toward the ad or individual 
predispositions.  

1.5.7. Brand and message associations and biases 

The models presented before describe how advertising works in quire a complex way. 
However, whenever it comes to likeability, low- and high-involvement or classic cognitive 
processing model, two main issues should be also highlighted, which are in common for the 
concepts mentioned. Noises and other associations of brand and message play the important 
role due to their ability to reinforce the other. Therefore, advertiser should always be aware 
that message and brand works together, both in a positive and negative dimension, as they can 
lower or higher advertisement’s effectiveness depending on the customer perception. Doyle & 
Stern (2002) mention that two major problems need to be anticipated in the perceptual 
process: first, obtaining attention and second, achieving proper interpretation if the message is 
going to be successful. Concerning the first, the following factors should be included: 

− Messages of practical value. For example customers who are already in the market 
of the product pay attention to the message more likely. 

− Messages that are consistent. These kinds of messages have ability to reduce 
cognitive dissonance reduction. 

− Messages that interest. Their role is to capture attention by reflecting customer’s 
interests. 

− Messages that are new. It is natural that people pay more attention to products or 
services that are new. 

−  Messages with impact. The proper message should present high creativity and 
consist of the techniques like unique color, appropriate size and good source. 

Unfortunately drawing attention is not everything. Nowadays many messages are 
incomplete or made without taking into consideration cultural or social aspects. Therefore at 
least three factors influencing message interpretation can be pointed following Doyle & Stern: 

− $eeds. The needs are the main factors that influence product or service purchase. 
− Values. For example, words and images that are familiar are more likely to be 

understood correctly than those that are unfamiliar. 
− Group pressure. Influence of the group plays major role as people refer to the 

target groups, follow their attitudes and want to be the part of them. 
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The above characteristics, when put together, build a picture of the appropriate 
advertisement, which is likely to be successful. However, as it was mentioned before and 
what above features do not emphasize, even the most “perfect” ad cannot build the fruitful 
relationship if the customers approach toward the brand is unfavorable. 

1.5.8. Strong and weak theory of advertising. Construction of the cognitive 

association model 

All the previous concepts are based on the assumption that advertising has the 
capability of changing the beliefs and knowledge of the target audience and persuade them to 
buy the product/service which is the topic of advertisement, or to gain a particular opinion 
about the brand. But what if all these researches and opinions are just the next myopia in this 
advertising world full of ambiguities and unpredictable consumers’ reactions? A literature 
presents two opposite approaches to these issues known as the strong and the weak theory of 
advertising. The strong theory (represented somehow by the first assumption) assumes that 
“ads directly engage with individuals to change their attitudes or behavior (i.e. hard sell)” 
(Hackley, 2005, p.33). Weak theory is based on the presumption that advertising works just as 
“publicity” by “bringing X to public notice” (Ehrenberg, 1999, p.21). The consumer can just 
be reminded about the brand and the purchase may be driven more by habit than by exposure 
to advertising message. 

However, as the great majority of the researches as well as the logical reasoning 
shows, advertising can be persuasive, can generate long-run buying behavior and as the 
result- increase the sales. This is why the construction of our objective model introduced at 
the beginning makes sense. It brings both emotional and logical & cognitive manners together 
and show how advertising works from the moment of gaining the incentives included in the 
message to the moment of purchase. When all the elements put together, the model help to 
evaluate the ads and find their special features, which without this knowledge would remain 
latent. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Research methods  

Research methods are represented by the qualitative and quantitative ones, whereas the 
biggest importance characterizes usage of the qualitative method.  

The qualitative method does not include a numeric demonstration and analysis. For 
instance, an analysis of a trend, if no figures are utilized, can be considered as a qualitative 
data. As Mason (1996, p.171) states, qualitative study consists of “data based on method of 
analysis and explanation building, which involve understandings of complexity, details and 
context.” Because a deep exploration to provide a rich and detailed description is crucial, 
narrow samples should generally be used. According to Daymon (2002), a qualitative 
research tends to start out with inductive reasoning and then employs the deductive one. That 
means that first ideas from collecting and analyzing a data are retrieved (inductive) and after 
they are related to the literature and to further data collection and analysis (deductive). 
Quantitative method is a kind of data analyzed or recognized on a numerical scale (McClave, 
Benson, Sincich, 2008).  

The use of the qualitative method will be applied to evaluation of the advertising’s 
appearance. That means that features such as ads’ mood, themes or usage of text in particular 
ads will be evaluated with appliance of this method. The quantitative method will be used in 
connection to the survey on the sample of 50 people to present the percentage of the 
respondents’ having similar perception gives the view on the advertisings’ characteristics. 
This will be achieved by presenting the ads to the respondent and noting their opinions, which 
will be then grouped on a numerical scale and used to support the studies’ results.   

2.2. Type of research 

 During the literature review multidimensional frameworks of online advertising issue 
was presented. This includes both book-learning as well as Internet-sourced knowledge. This 
knowledge contributed to providing understanding of the online advertising concept. The type 
of research that has the aim to explore the field before the analytical part of the study is 
presented can be called explorative (Mattsson, Örtenblad, 2009). The application of the 
explorative research, both contributes to providing the explanations of the crucial issues 
related to the topic, and gives the coherence of the structure of this study. The appliance of the 
explorative research refers also to the data retrieved from the web pages of the banks, which 
are the sample of this study. Thereby, the assumption of clear comprehension of the issue was 
achieved, what forejudged about the use of descriptive research in the rest part of the study.  

The main distinction between descriptive and the other types of research is that 
descriptive research deals with questions of what things are like and not, why they are that 
way (De Vaus, 2002). The choice of this method is closely related to the character of this 
study, which is focused on describing online advertising characteristics at present. Therefore, 
this type of research occurs during the presentation of the study and analysis, and contributes 
to providing the appropriate ‘description’ of the ads chosen for the study, as well as creating 
crucial connections forming its implications. One of the elements of descriptive research is 
developmental studies, which seek to determine changes over time. This feature is used in the 
studies by emphasizing the main aspects of the present-day advertisements through the period 
of two months – starting from March 1st.  
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2.3. Population and sampling of the research 

 The other important issue in this field is defining the population and sample of this 
research, for which Richardson’s (1999) definitions to both concepts is used in the study. 
Following the author, one population or universe is the amount of elements that possess some 
determined characteristics. The sample is any part of this population or universe.  

The population is the group of all the Swedish banks, which in 2004 consisted of 126 
units divided into Swedish commercial banks, foreign banks, savings banks and co-operative 
banks (Banks in Sweden ... 2006). For sampling, a purposive type is used, which is “a form of 
non-probability sampling where cases are judged as typical of some category of cases of 
interest to the researcher” (De Vaus, 2002, p.90). Moreover, they are not selected randomly. 
Thereby, the study is focused only on the four largest Swedish commercial banks as a sample. 
The justification of the term ‘largest’ lays both in the amount of their aggregated capital, 
considerable employment, the significant role that they play in the Swedish economy and 
finally – historical traditions. Therefore, in the various literatures the term “Big Four” is used 
in relation to this group (Howells, Bain, 2008). The target four Swedish banks are: 
FöreningSparbanken (Swedbank), Svenska Handelsbanken, Nordea and SEB. These four 
actors have a stable position on most of the segments of the financial market for both credits 
and deposits, representing at the same time more of 80% of the total assets of the banking 
market in Sweden, what justify not random choice of this sample. In that way, also external 
validity, which refers to “the degree to which the findings of the study are generalizable to the 
target population”, is kept and one can assume that the sample represents the population 
(Wood & Ross-Kerr 2006, p.119).  

2.4. Instruments of data collection 

 As the research area of this study is the Internet, all the data was collected through this 
medium from the different websites including official Swedish websites of the four banks 
mentioned. The piece of information about the frequency of Nordea ads’ replacement during 
the study period was also obtained through the Internet personal communication with 
representative of Nordea bank (marketing department manager) at the end of April. In case of 
other banks, this information was the effect of observation. The survey used in the study was 
made on the sample of 50 people, mainly students which were chosen according to the criteria 
of frequent usage of the Internet. Thereby, the secondary data was used during the study only 
relating to explorative part.  

To collect regular data from the banks’ websites, the decision was made to visit every 
homepage twice per week, randomly during the bimonthly study. The first visit was more 
complex than the other ones and all the observed elements from the analyzed websites that 
have been classified as online ads were retrieved. During every following visit, downloading 
the data referred only to advertisements that were different than the last time when the data 
was retrieved from the page and by that way – had potential of representing different features. 
The purpose was to collect adequate amount of the data for the final analysis, from which the 
representative group would be chosen. The addresses of the banks’ websites are as following: 

− www.swedbank.se 
− www.handelsbanken.se/shb/inet/Icentsv.nsf/vlookupfirstpage/handelsbankense 
− www.nordea.se   
− www.seb.se 
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However, because all the banks have international websites (.com), the decision was 
also made to take into consideration some of the ads that occurred on them, but only if the 
bank’s international web page, which is being analyzed, had the possibility to choose the 
Swedish as a language.  

In the similar way, twice per week, also other Swedish websites were visited. Here the 
main aim was to look trough Swedish business websites and news portals. The criterion was 
based on the list of the most frequently opened 100 pages connected with words ‘business’, 
‘nyheter’ (eng. news) and ‘bank’ according to Google search engine. That means that the 
method was based on typing in these three particular words into the search engine and 
reviewing ads appearing on the consecutive 100 results (websites). As during the analysis the 
study was only focused on evaluating the advertising of the main web pages on which ads 
could be found, no links which occur after clicking on the ads were evaluated.  

At the end, among all the ads collected, the representative group was chosen for the 
analysis. Here, conventional definition of “representativeness” for the study’s purpose should 
be presented. In relation to advertising, representativeness is a feature, which let one 
particular ad serve as an example for other, similar ads of the same classification, when it 
comes to functional characteristics being the effect of the evaluation based on cognitive 
association model. That means that the ads, which were characterized by the same features 
were placed in the particular groups and to the final analysis only one ad from the group was 
chosen. This representative characteristic relates both to the size and form (e.g. banner or half-
banner), color theme, content theme (e.g. the ad presenting bank expert or bank loan) or 
chosen bank itself. 

Collected data was analyzed in the “offline mode” and these ads that were possible to 
watch only online were analyzed adequately. Following the conceptual frameworks 
appropriate references to the cognitive association model has taken place, which played the 
role of the guideline in evaluating the ads (table 2).  

Table 2 
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Likeability – low/high    
Message thoughts    
Source-oriented thoughts    
Advertising execution thoughts    
Biases towards the brand and additional information    
Source: the own work 

At first, the ads were classified, both when it comes to the form of online advertising 
(e.g. pop-ups, banners etc.), as well as all the other classification (e.g. close and open ads). 
Then, all individual ads’ appearance has been described. Finally, the most difficult evaluation 
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has taken place, which relates to the cognitive processing and special characteristics, like 
intrusiveness, likeability or possibilities to attract the attention. Here, the scientific tool in the 
form of survey was used to make more objective picture of analysis and various group of 
people were asked about their thoughts and attitudes toward particular ads and brands as well. 
The copy of the survey based on our model can be found as an appendix A.  
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3. Limitations of the study 

It is especially worth to mention that predominance of the qualitative method and 
support of quantitative data, as well as other aspects of the methodology have the impact on 
analysis by resulting in some features. First, sampling is relatively small and not random but 
purposive in design. Using only four main banks constitute the limitation and do not reflect 
the actual situation in the most efficient way. Second, the analysis takes a variety of forms by 
being focused on language, pictures and other connections. This variety gives, on the one 
hand, the way to analyze the study subjects in a versatile way, but on the other hand results in 
more superficial analysis than in the case of being focused just on the one aspect of the 
advertising. Finally, the research can be perceived as having highly subjective character and 
not as representative as in case of frequent usage of quantitative method.  
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4. Presentation of the cases  

 The table below presents all the four banks starting with the biggest one, when it 
comes to total assets. As it can be observed, the scale of their prosperity seems to be 
widespread, what can be deducted after e.g. the number of employees. 

Table 3  

The “big four” Swedish banking group 

The name of the bank Number of 
employees 

Total assets (SEK 
million) 

Operation profit 
(SEK million 

Nordea 29’720 3’056’372 28’308 
SEB 19’872 1’889’738 11’223 
Svenska 
Handelsbanken 

9’395 1’580’733 15’665 

FöreningsSparbanken 17’148 1’197’283 15’010 

Source: the own work based on Banks in Sweden … (2006)  

What should be stressed is that even if many similarities are shared among banks, they 
differ in lots of ways especially in terms of client-types, pricing of servicing and distribution 
channel. 

4.1. 6ordea 

The biggest bank of the analysis is a financial services group in the Nordic and Baltic 
Sea area which includes leading banks in Sweden, Denmark and Norway. According to Banks 

in Sweden (2006), Nordea has around 10 million customers and a leading netbanking position 
with 5.2 million e-customers.  Almost 30’000 employees work for the bank. In 2001, the bank 
acquired another Swedish bank: Postgirot Bank and includes now major players in mortgage 
credits and fund management. One of the main characteristics of the bank is its unity. The 
other- building long-term relationship based on trust with the customers. As one of the main 
banks’ functions is to provide a means of payment, Nordea fulfill this successfully by owning 
the giro payment system Plusgirot. The bank also successfully runs sponsorship in Sweden by 
holding patronage of Nordea athletics academy.  

The bank has a great experience in advertising. According to the official bank’s 
website, in 2007 Nordea Bank won first prize in the advertising campaign category at Golden 
Hammer, which is the annual advertising festival of the Baltic Sea countries.12 Following 
Mikrolund’s research, Nordea is perceived as being visible in many media channels and its 
messages are dynamic and diversified, addressing different target groups by being focused on 
needs instead of the products.13  

4.2. SEB 

Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken is a bank, which has developed substantial 
international activities and a substantial part of its business run in Germany. According to 
Banks in Sweden (2006), its strength is the fund management and life insurance. The bank 
plays also an important role on the stock market and in currency trading as well as in 
international payments. SEB emphasizes that its success is build on innovative thinking, an 

                                                           
12http://www.nordea.ee/About%2BNordea/News/News%2B2007/Nordeas%2BHome%2BFlex%2Bcampaign%2
Bwins%2Bgold%2Bat%2Bprestigious%2Badvertis-ing%2Bfestival/998092.html [24.03.2009] 
13 http://www.mikrolund.com/customers/digital-signage-at-nordea.html [24.03.2009] 
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international presence and strong, long-term relationships. The annual report’s for the year 
2008 first statement highlights stimulating “high customer activity in turbulent financial 
markets and deteriorating real economy” as one of its core competences (Annual Report 2008, 
p.v). The present SEB’s strategy included in the report is based on the short-to-medium term 
priorities, which include intensifying activity with its best customers during the current 
economic downturn. 

 SEB’s marketing quality is on the highest level among the other banks. According to 
company’s website, in 2008, the bank won first prize for its animated presentation videos 
featured on the corporate website in the Corporate TV & Video category at the European 
Excellence Awards 2008.14 Company’s marketing is also based to a large extent on the 
sponsoring. However, projects, which SEB sponsors, are not connected with the risk, 
individuals or politics to avoid building wrong bank’s image. 

4.3. Handelsbanken  

Following Banks in Sweden (2006), Handelsbanken holds a strong position on the 
Nordic market’s 452 branches in Sweden and networks in other Nordic countries. Since 2000, 
Handelsbanken has conducted universal banking operations in Great Britain with a network of 
60 branches. The bank is one of the largest players on the Swedish mortgage credit market.  
Other operations performed by bank are fund management, finance company and life 
insurance sectors. Since the 60’, company’s focus is on customer, not product (Wallander, 
2003). This results in the high customers’ satisfaction level- much more than the sector 
average. In 2008, Handelsbanken customers were the most satisfied customers in the Nordic 
countries according to SKI/EPSI (2008) surveys. The customer-focus concept is the main 
factor, which makes the bank emphasizing the importance of the relationship marketing as the 
main marketing strategy.  

4.4. Swedbank 

FöreningSparbanken (or Swedbank since 2006) is a result of the merger between 
Sparbanken and Föreningsbanken in 1997 (Banks in Sweden, 2006). It has 490 branches in 
Sweden and works closely with Swedish independent saving banks. Thanks to its subsidiary 
named Hansapank, Swedbank as a strong position in the Baltic region. The group is also 
composed by Robur and Spintab which are, for the first one, the largest fund management 
company and the second one, one of the largest mortgage finance institutions in the country. 
According to official website, banks’ aim is to make the customer’s day to day lives easier. 
As the first savings bank founded in Sweden, Swedbank is situated at the frontier of product 
and service development. 

Bank’s marketing is highly concentrated around its website. Its unique features were 
noticed in many awards and among others, communication company Hallvarsson & 
Halvarsson ranked Swedbank's site the second best corporate site in Sweden.15 In 2008, 
Swedbank’s website was also the website that that improved the most and therefore ranked 
"Best climber". Company also supports organizations and projects that have a positive impact 
on the people, commerce and society in which it operates by different methods of 
sponsorship. 

 

                                                           
14http://www.sebgroup.com/pow/wcp/sebgroup.asp?ss=/pow/wcp/templates/sebarticle.cfmc.asp%3Fduid%3DD
UID_27AA0CCD678523C8C1257567003B5A6F%26xsl%3Den%26sitekey%3Dsebgroup.com [24.03.2009] 
15 http://www.swedbank.com/sst/inf/out/infOutWww1/0,,189350,00.html [25.03.2009] 
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5. Presentation of the data 

From more than 200 ads observed during the bimonthly study, representative group of 
38 ads was chosen for analysis. Among them, 27 ads were chosen from the banks’ websites 
and from the ads that could have been found on the other websites all the ads (11) were 
chosen. The main difference between the ads that can be found on the banks’ websites and the 
other ads is the function that they are supposed to play. The advertiser (the bank) has to be 
aware, that most of the time when user is already visiting the web page he is there not by 
accident. That is why the ads here have variety of functions, and very often- some special, 
narrow ones. These kinds of ads will not be placed in the other websites like news portals, due 
to the low potential to attract attention and equally low ROI. Because of that banks’ website 
ads are not described through the central part of the cognitive association model. The 
persuasion of the advisability of visiting the page or willingness to buy the particular product 
produce raise the likeability, attention and produce different thoughts. Also the brand 
associations disappear. All the ads being the subject of study can be found as an appendix B. 

According to survey’s results, 54 % of the respondents are the clients of Swedish 
banks. Among them, around 70% belong to Nordea and 30% to SEB (Pict.3). No clients of ot- 

 

Pict. 3. Number of the respondents who declare to be Swedish banks’ clients 
Source: the own study based on survey 

-her Swedish banks were noticed. 38% of the respondents pay attention to Internet ads, what 
comparing to mentioned research made by Addvantage Media (2009) can be perceived as a 
high amount. As a result, it can contribute to, not only raising attention, but also making 
people agreeing with the content of the ads.  

What can be found interesting and what relates to all the analyzed banks’ ads is that 
during the study no pop-up appeared. 

5.1. 6ordea 

After visiting bank’s website, the reader can admit, that it is not overloaded with the 
unnecessary ads. The bank places the ads only when a real need appears. Advertising on the 
other websites follows non aggressive layout and Google-related sponsorship. 

 In case of Nordea, nine representative ads’ groups were analyzed, from which five 
were retrieved from the bank home’s homepage. Among them, four full banners, two full- and 
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one half-button, one skyscraper and two related to online sponsorship were observed. It is also 
worth to mention that according to O.Barkman (2009) the ads were replaced with the new 
ones, three times during the study period. 

 The ads are both visual and static (only one ad is dynamic). All of them have close 
character and do not force the visitor to produce him or her own interpretation in relation to 
the message. Four of the ads found on the bank webpage can be perceived as rational and 
product-oriented, whereas one of them can be classified as partly emotional. The reason is the 
content, which in the latter case shows the image of happy family, what has a potential to play 
on emotions. In the view of respondents, Nordea’s ads found on the other web pages are 
implied as having highly rational character – up to 92% of the respondents agreed in this case 
and only one banner was rather emotional than rational. The latter one emphasizes the values 
of safeness and long-term relationship. Only one message is not equipped with the headline 
and in case of others they play a crucial role. Four of them can be classified as consisting of 
only text. At the same moment, Nordea pay a big attention to appropriate, light background 
with mellow pictures.  

When it comes to function that they play, two of them present the new products 
(services) and three already established ones, including expert advice offer. One of the ads has 
a function of conditioning customers by offering an advice in establishing the business. One 
ad can be also described as having both function of showing new service and conditioning 
customers. Here, the skyscraper presents image of Africa with its typical wild landscape and 
coffee beans, at the same time encouraging investing in “one of the world's fast growing 
markets.” Five ads are typically product advertising. Two ads stimulate direct response as 
well. One example of advocacy advertising was noticed. Its content presents bank expert, who 
by emphasizing that “economy makes many sleep bad”, identifies herself with people who 
suffer from the economic situation. Two banners represent corporate advertising. One of them 
includes the announcement of new bank tactic – to strength bank capital base by euro 3 
billions, where the goal is to show corporate image as an investment. All of the ads use soft-
selling techniques.   

One of the tactics run by Nordea is cooperation with Google ad. Nordea is the only 
bank of analyzed ones, in case of which one can find two different types of online 
sponsorship. One of them is a successful connection between so called Google maps and 
standard online sponsorship. By that way, the user is able to see the localization of the nearest 
banks. 

The ads from the other 
websites have relatively different 
character, mainly due to the bank 
focus on the sponsorship content. 
According to respondents, only one 
is perceived as having potential to 
attract attention (56% of them 
agreed). Two of them have met 
strong anti-opinion with, in turn 
74% and 86% (in case of standard 
online sponsorship) of people who 
disagreed with attention-grabbing 
potential.  

Likeability was very low 

Pict. 4. The percentage of the respondents perceiving 

the four ads chosen as likeable or not (Nordea) 
Source: the own study based on survey 
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achieving up to only 10% in case of online sponsorship. However one ad was perceived as 
having medium likeability (58%) due to its low interrupting character (picture 4).  

What can be found interesting is that relatively often respondents were sharing opinion 
that Nordea’s ads do not oppose their beliefs or norms. This can be understood as that 
advertiser’s references to facets of the brand or some other dimensions were made in a proper 
way. In case of one ad most of the respondents did not have any opinion (48%). 

Source-oriented thoughts are similar in case of all the respondents. In case of three ads 
the message source was implied as appropriate or likeable. However, for one ad, interviewees 
evaluated it as annoying. 

Advertising-execution thoughts were represented by high conformity in case of all the 
respondents, who either did not have opinion or evaluated advertisements as creative. 
Relatively creative was evaluated especially online sponsorship based on Google maps 
engine.  

At the end it is worth to mention that among Nordea’s ads only one continuous theme 
was observed. That means that Nordea’s advertising characterizes lack of continuity and 
instead of following one advertising program, the bank bases its campaign on different, 
separated aspects. 80% of the people did not point any biases towards Nordea as a brand. 

5.2. SEB 

Advertising that is used by Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken’s homepage has some 
special features that can be easily seen after visiting the page. The most important is the 
ability to place the ads in that way, that they merge with the website theme, being somehow a 
part of the background. The remaining advertisements are relatively diverse. 

Eleven ads were retrieved from SEB’s website. Two of them were classified as full- 
and two as half-banners, one as full- and one as half-button, one as a skyscraper, three as 
video banners and one as a microbar. What is important is that all the video banners are 
equipped with the pull-down menus. As it was observed, ads were changed three times during 
the study period.  

The ads are both visual 
(all) and verbal (three of them). 
Only five banners are static, 
whereas other show dynamic 
form, what is unique comparing to 
other banks analyzed. Seven of 
the ads are full of bright green 
color, which is the color of the 
bank’s logo and can be found 
pleasing and not disturbing. In this 
regard, one other ad is unique due 
to its pink background. However, 
this ad shares different kind of 
information- notification of the 
bank’s award. SEB pays big 
attention to text and seven of them 
consist of the large headlines or 

Pict.5. The percentage of the respondents perceiving 

three chosen ads as having either rational or emotional 

character (SEB) 
Source: the own study based on survey 
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mainly of the text. One of the ads (microbar) has open character and other, close one. Among 
bank’s webpage ads only three ads can be classified as rational. Mainly they show the bank 
products’ offer as, for example zero-price account. Others have fully or partially emotional 
character. One of them shows four values that are crucial for bank’s core business.  Ads that 
were shown to respondents are either highly emotional or rational (Pict.4). The banner 
showing humoristic dilemma of young boy was evaluated as emotional by 90% of the 
respondents, whereas “simple loan” ad consisting mainly of the text – as rational by 92% of 
them. 

Four messages present existing products. One represents also a special function of 
presenting SEB as an important part of the labor market. The remaining six have the goal to 
condition customer. Here, one unique example was noted as the only advertisement, which 
consisted of doze of humor. Six ads can be classified as product advertising and two of them 
as direct response advertising as well. Three video ads are either corporate advertising or 
advocacy advertising. Broad social commitment of the bank, which is included in one of 
them, is the best example of how bank plans to achieve a success by joining advocacy 
advertising program. Ten ads use soft-selling as a technique. Only one – hard-selling, where 
bank’s CEO, who discusses SEB’s competitive position, plays an important role. 

According to respondents, advertisements of SEB found on the other websites have no 
potential to attract attention and from 54% to 80% of them evaluated bank’s ads as having 
low potential. Likeability was implied as being low in cases of the second and third ads (up to 
88% pointed this answer) and medium in case of humoristic ad (60% evaluated as high). At 
the same time, likeability as well as attraction grabbing potential of the first ad could have 
been better if the competitive ad of the other bank would have not been placed at the same 
hosting page. 

52 % of the respondents did not find any counter-arguments in case of the first ad, 
whereas in case of two other, opinions differ. Most of the interviewees did not have any 
opinion towards product or message thoughts, but at the same time several respondents 
disagreed or agreed with content of the ads as. The most confusing was ad presenting the 
“simple loan between 30’000 and 350’000 kr” with low interest rate. Considerable scope of 
the loan and suspiciously low interest made respondents to have different opinions. 18% of 
them also evaluated the message as distrustful. 

When it comes to source-oriented thoughts, again positive values are connected with 
the first, humoristic ad and 50% of the respondents admitted that Internet is a proper source of 
this message. At the same time, 22% found it as disturbing. Around 40% of the respondents 
evaluated other two messages as annoying and would rather see this information in the 
different media. 

As many respondents admitted, relatively high likeability of the first ad is connected 
with its creativeness (30% of the respondents) and emotional execution (34%). Successful is 
also the ad that shows job offer (38%), but at the same time, 32% of the respondents do not 
have any opinion. Similar situation concerns third ad.  

Great majority of the respondents do not have any biases towards the brand SEB. Only 
about 10% of the respondents connect values like unreliability with SEB. At the same time, 
great majority of them agree that ads like that showing job offers raise corporate image.  
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Similarly to Nordea, SEB follows differentiated strategy and its advertising is not 
focused on any particular theme. However, in many of its ads, some repeated values are 
shown, or emphasis is put on the numbers. 

5.3. Handelsbanken 

Advertising of Handelsbanken web site seems relatively poor. The ads present almost 
only images of people, what makes them very similar to each other and less sophisticated. 
Moreover, the amount of the advertising is slight.  

Nine ads were analyzed in case of Handelsbanken. Three of the messages are full 
banners, two full- and three half-banners and one – button. Advertisements were partially 
replaced twice during the study period.  

All of the ads are simple visual ads with the close character. No dynamic ads were 
observed in Handelsbanken’s website and two in the other web pages. Text and headline are 
equally present in case of almost every ad, what makes them easy to read. What is crucial is 
that only two ads do not present images of the people. Others are based on the images of 
happy clients or bank’s staff and experts with not sophisticated background and light colors. 
This observation can be connected with the strategy of Handelsbanken, which very often 
emphasizes its “extreme” clients-orientation, as it was mentioned before. Due to these people-
image-connections, most of the ads can be called emotional, even if they do not have highly 
customer-oriented character. They show, for example safety of the capital or satisfaction of 
the customers. Highly emotional is ad showing Spanish bullfight with bullfighter and 
assurance of no risk accompanying investing in Handelsbanken. Others are rather product-
oriented ads. Also respondents evaluated two ads from outside Handelsbanken’s website as 
emotional (adequately, 76% and 78% of them). 

One ad introduces new product, which is the financing of car purchase due to their 
present attractive prices. Others have the goal to sustain already established product. One of 
them can also be perceived as having the aim to condition customers. This ad shows the group 
of ethnically different people, who “like” the bank. All Handelsbanken’s ads being analyzed 
are product advertising. However, two of them stimulate direct response. Soft-selling 
dominate in case of every particular ad. 

Attracting 
attention ability is 
medium in case of 
Handelsbanken. 
Adequately 42% and 
54% of the 
interviewees 
answered yes ‘for’ 
the question about the 
potential to grab the 
attention of the ads 
which present 
agriculture related 
services (what is also 
quite unique). First of 
them shows “forest-
saving account” with 

Pict.6. Respondents answer for the question: can you point any 

advertising execution thoughts connected with the ad? (shown by 

number of interviewees; Handelsbanken) 
Source: the own study based on survey 
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the image of person holding the tree, and second one – combine harvester with the bank 
saleswoman offering the leasing. 

Similar situation concerns the question about likeability, but here most of the persons 
answered that the potential is low (about 60% of the respondents). 

Both ads do not generate any specific message or product thoughts and opinions of the 
respondents are similar when it comes to first and second ad, but very different when related 
to the ads themselves. As much as 38% of them have no opinion about the product. The 
uniqueness of the ads is the main factor that stimulates perplexity in evaluating the ad for the 
respondents.  

Like of stable opinion accompanies also source-oriented thoughts. More than 25% of 
the people asked perceive the Internet as the likeable medium for these particular 
advertisements. However, 36% of them would rather change it, due to its disturbing character. 

At the same moment, it is useful to ad, that 48% of the respondents state that the ads 
are creative, what has strong connections with their unique character (Pict.5). That can be also 
understood in the way, that interviewees did not see this kind of ads before. 

Images of smiling people or, in the other words, placing emphasis on the person as the 
main actor on the ad, result in relative consistency of Handelsbanken’s ads. Moreover, ads 
found outside the bank’s web page have relation with it and the same themes can be found on 
the Handelsbanken’s web site, what is unique comparing to other banks. Unfortunately, more 
than 50% of the respondents declare having biases towards Handelsbanken as a brand. 

5.4. Swedbank 

Swedbank’s website is overflowing with different kind of ads. However, their 
appearance is very attractive and information presented can be perceived as useful. These 
features, when connected with colorful image similar to the website’s theme, make the ads 
very pleasant for the viewer.  

Among others, nine ads were chosen for the analysis. Five of them were banners of 
different sizes and four – various buttons. During the bimonthly study, the advertising was 
changed three times.  

Even if, as it was mentioned before, no pup-ups appeared, one of the ads had relatively 
disturbing character by changing its size, what was the only example of such ad among all the 
other banks. One of the ads was both verbal and visual, whereas others – only visual. Besides 
one case showing the expert eager to answer all the necessary questions, bank’s advertising 
consisted of the colors of yellow, white and black – identical with Swedbank’s logo. The bank 
exposes the titles in almost every ad and text, not image plays the most important role in 
every ad. The person watching the ad is also not disturbed with unnecessary background- in 
almost all cases, the text is placed on the similar, characteristic theme. Four of them are 
dynamic and, what can be found interesting – one ad works as the interactive advertising, 
with the character of bank’s advisor as a source of advices. It was also the only example of 
interactive advertising found among other banks. Swedbank’s ads have close character. Two 
ads from bank webpage can be classified as customer- and product-oriented at the same time, 
presenting economic dilemma or guide for opening international business. Others have 
typically rational character. Adequately, 82% and 90% of the respondents pointed Swedbank 
ads found outside the bank’s webpage as rational, what constitutes a high percentage and 
confirms character of the previously mentioned ads. 
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Two ads have the aim of introducing new products. Three work as a corporate 
advertising with the purpose of enhancing corporate image as an investment and improving 
understanding of company’s business. Interesting seems to be one ad found on one of the 
websites and showing Swedbank as a bank holding cooperation with other Swedish company. 
Almost all the ads (seven) stimulate direct response. Four ads show existing products. Despite 
complexity of the ads, all of them use soft-selling as a technique of selling.  

Swedbank’s ads that were found on the other Swedish web sites have, according to 
respondents low or no potential to attract attention. Adequately, 64% and 100% of them 
pointed the ads as having low potential. Especially second ad, which consisted only from the 
bank’s name and logo, was perceived as uninteresting.  

  The same concerns likeability of the ads and adequately 68% and 94% of the 
interviewees answered negatively for the question about high likeability of the Swedbank’s 
ads. 

In the opinion of 54% of the respondents, the first ad – dynamic banner presenting 
“Gold Lining account” with favorable interest rate of 3.5% presents content with which one 
can agree. The second ad is confusing and as much as 62% did not give any answer for the 
product thoughts.  

Approximately 30% of the people asked, answered that the Internet is appropriate 
source of the message for this ad and similar number agreed to its high likeability. Also about 
30% did not find any answer. In case of other ad, 62% of the interviewees would rather see 
this corporate advertising in the different medium. 

However, both 
ads similarly were 
called being not 
creative and most of 
the respondents did 
not point any answer 
or called this kind of 
ad as new invention. 
However, this point 
seems to be 
interesting as two ads 
represent totally 
different form and 
design. Therefore, one 
can deduct, that the 
opinion formed about 
one of the ads affects 
the perception of the other ad. 

What distinguishes Swedbank’s advertising from other banks is using many types of 
ads based on one particular theme. Even if after a while, an average customer may perceive 
the ad as uninteresting, the first contact with it is positive, because of its unique character. 
However, about 90% have biases toward Swedbank as a brand, what is highly unfavorable.  

 

Pict.7. Source oriented thoughts in case of Swedbank’s ads (shown 

by number of respondents) 
Source: the own study based on survey  
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6. Analysis 

All the data presented before lead to the analysis consisting of some important issues, 
which highlight main findings of the study. Among all four subjects of the sample one can 
find both the features characteristic for all the banks, as well as some unique ones playing a 
part of distinction between the banks. The main similarities and differences are presented in 
the table 4. 

Table 4  

The main similarities and differences between analyzed banks’ ads  

Similar features 

− Using both dynamic and static ads 
− Variety of ads categories 
− Full and partial, double or triple replacement of the ads during the bimonthly period  
− Relatively undisturbing character of the ads 
− Predominance of the text ads 
− Using similar themes as expert consulting or low-interest loans 
− Using mainly close ads 
− Domination of soft-selling technique 

Different features 

− Different animation and color themes strategies 
− Different proportion of emotional and rational ads 
− Differentiation of the amount of the ads found on the banks’ web pages 
− Presenting advertisements of different functions 

Source: the own work based on the data retrieved 

Following presented features as well as other aspects that can be deducted from the 
data, at least six broad aspects are worth to present to provide clear understanding of the issue. 

6.1. Online advertising as a dynamic form of communication 

One of the phenomena observed among all the ads retrieved from the various web 
pages is their relatively dynamic character. Eleven ads (29%) are characterized by dynamic 
form represented by either gif-banner or interactive banner, what constitute high percentage. 

 Another observation in this field is high frequency of occurrence of direct-response 
advertising. More than 34% of all the ads stimulate direct response from the viewer and it is 
especially present in the case of Swedbank (seven ads).  

Most of the ads do not present humoristic issues or irrelevant information. Instead, 
almost every ad seems to present more or less important concepts, which can be easily 
adopted by consumers. Therefore, one can assume that by using online advertising banks are 
trying to share the most important information (Tellis, 2003). 

The above results both affirm Kwarciak (1997) approach and are coherent with 
Moriaty (1991) definition and one can observe that all four banks treat advertising more as a 
process of communication with the customer, than as a final announcement prepared to a 
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distribution in a social system. Natural effect of this communication is encouraging the 
customer to buy the product (Tyagi & Kumar, 2007). Also notion of Janoschka (2004) can be 
kept here and online advertising do not differ much than the classic one; Web advertising 
generally follows the same principles as traditional advertising and the main source of the 
difference in defining such a concept is medium in the form of the Internet. 

6.2. Online advertising as a source of competitiveness  

As it was mentioned before, all advertisers use many similar tactics when it comes to 
idea presented by the ads. One of the most popular one is presentation of the bank expert. 
This ‘strategy’ is held either by offering expert consultancy or expert prognosis of the market 
trends and economic situation. The other common idea is presence of numbers having 
financial or economic character. In case of three banks, big text presenting favorable interest 
rates (SEB and Swedbank), or explanation of the capital variations (Nordea) seems to consist 
an important part of the advertising campaign. Only in case of Handelsbanken this strategy 
was not observed. Yet another issue is repetition of some crucial words like ‘safety’, ‘risk-
free’ or ‘help’. These words have the aim of attracting customers by showing values, which 
are important at present.  

From only these three examples it is clear that advertising can be an important way to 
compete between banks (Tellis, 2003). The main source of this competition is usage of similar 
advertising strategies. Another confirmation of this issue can be placing ads by SEB and 
Swedbank in the same web page. As advertising animation and content differ, presence of two 
ads encourage the visitor to choose the most competitive one. 

6.3. Online advertising as a way of differentiation 

As it could have been observed, every bank uses various categories of the ads. Among 
eight (or nine including microbar as a separated type) types of online ads that are 
distinguished by Cohen (2003), SEB uses seven of them and Nordea – five. Nordea is highly 
focused on the online sponsorship, which is characterized by “a form that is clearly 
distinguishable from a banner, button, or other standardized ad unit”(Ryan & Whiteman, 
2000). 

Similar observation can be made in relation to ads appearance and here banks use not 
only different colors, but also present different strategies. Whereas Handelsbanken 
distinguishes oneself as presenting mainly people, SEB uses green background, Swedbank – 
mix of yellow, black and white and Nordea represents various themes. One of the techniques 
used is pull-down menus what raises ads’ potential to be more effective by drawing attention 
of Web-user and presenting better quality of information which is available to users (Brown, 
2002). 

That forms a general view on such advertising as very differentiated – both in form 
and context. Every particular bank wants to be perceived as different than its competitors and 
thereby uses various methods of showing ads. 

6.4. Online advertising as a cost-effective strategy 

Among all the ads’ categories, the most popular ones are banners and buttons, as well 
as their ‘semi-forms’ like half-banners and half-buttons (Niederst & Niederst Robins, 2003). 
However, as it will be explained, their frequent presence is not by accident.  
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What is also important is that whereas banks’ websites are full of different ads, on the 
other chosen websites found in the Swedish Internet, not many ads were observed. Only 
eleven representative ads constitutes relatively low number.  

In both cases, explanation can be found in following cost-effective strategies. Every 
bank is trying to make the advertising as effective and economic as it is possible through the 
control process (Tyagi & Kumar, 2007). Banners, buttons and especially their smaller ‘half-
forms’ take less space, than in the case of interstitials, video ads or big skyscrapers. In that 
way, the advertising space can be used in the most efficient way. The second observation is 
connected with the same issue and most of the banks, instead of paying to expensive business 
or news portals, decide to place ads on their own web sites. One of the incentives for such a 
decision can be aforementioned cost of such advertising in Sweden as the first country, in 
which online spending exceeded these from the TV (The Guardians, 2009). 

6.5. Online advertising as a way of conditioning customers 

Yet another aspect is the function that described ads play in conditioning customers. 
Here the emphasis should be also placed on the ‘soft’ character of the advertising from the 
study period. 

Among the banks, eight examples of ads with primary or secondary function of 
conditioning customers were found and just from SEB – five of them. Only Swedbank did not 
provide any of such ads. Banks achieve it by showing the offer of help in realizing future 
plans (Nordea), social commitment (SEB), or images of happy clients (Handelsbanken). 

Most of the ads are based on text and do not follow any complicated animations. The 
exception is Swedbank, whose animations are sophisticated and based on different concepts. 
That is why one can assume, that banks generally avoid saturation of the ads’ animation and 
are looking to the optimum point that enable them to achieve the most favorable approach 
from the consumers (Kim, Yoo & Stout, 2003). Swedbank’s low likeability and potential to 
grab attention can be also explained in that way. 

Great majority of the ads have close character. Most of them use soft-selling technique 
with only one exception (SEB). During the study, no pop-ups were observed, which are form 
represented by the highest annoyance and intrusiveness level ([Briggs, 2001], [Elkin, 2003], 
[Krammer, 2008]). Instead, most of the banks used static banners based on text or content 
sponsorship, which are less intrusive forms of advertising (Krammer, 2008). 

These ‘mellow’ strategy held by banks and presented above is the example of both 
being focused on conditioning customers and avoiding disturbing, intrusive and annoying 
advertising. That means, that currently besides providing standard functions of the 
advertisements, banks pay a big attention to making ‘soft’ ads and seek to find advantages of 
such actions.  

6.6. Online advertising as a reflection of the market trends 

Five of the ads have the aim of introducing new products, what is one of the main 
functions of advertising (Tyagi & Kumar, 2007). However, because of the narrow scope of 
banks business this function is presented quite rare in the banking sector and therefore, we can 
regard it in this case as a high number.   

Very often banks run the same image during the campaign (Cook, 2001). In case of 
four analyzed banks, only few examples of similar ads were noted. That means that all the 
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banks are focused on showing various ideas and products and do not see advantages of 
sacrifice the advertising space for continuous images. 

In case of three banks, ads were fully or partially replaced during the bimonthly study 
three times. Handelsbanken made changes only two times. However, such frequent 
replacement can be understood as having connection with changing market conditions. 

Not only above examples but also all the other features described in the analysis are 
confirmation that advertising’s character is highly connected with market trends. On every 
step, one can observe how bank advertising reflects current market situation. Features as 
conditioning customers, ‘mellow’ design, looking for saving the costs, or dynamism are used 
by banks not by accident and all of them understand the importance of such connections. Also 
by running corporate advertising banks are trying to enhance their image as an investment or 
improve understanding of their current situation (Bernstein, 1986). 
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7. Conclusion 

The main purpose of this study was to provide the view on the online advertising’s 
characteristics during the present financial crisis in Sweden. The analysis of the issue resulted 
in many end observations. The main finding of the study is that character of the advertising is 
highly connected with the present market situation. All of the analyzed banks were present 
also on the other Swedish Internet web sites and by that way they avoided the risk 
accompanying not-spending of advertising (Alonso & Molero, 2008). Other findings of the 
study are connected with different roles that advertisings were found to play during the study 
and five other observations were made connected with the following issues: 

− Advertising as a dynamic form of communication. 
− Advertising as a way of competition. 
− Advertising as a way of differentiation. 
− Advertising as a cost-effective strategy. 
− Advertising as a way of conditioning customers. 

All of these findings emphasize the big role that advertising play in nowadays business 
and marketing practices ([Lindstrom, 2001], [Wind & Mahajan, 2000]). The new, different 
concepts have also shown that online advertising is still evolving and it is crucial for the 
companies to continually change their tactic (Nyhan, 2006). As the effect, one can assume 
that the present financial situation constitutes the occasion for the banks digital advertising 
and it will arise much stronger from the crisis (Alonso & Molero, 2008). As all the banks used 
advertising as one of the competitiveness sources, one can also assume that also for highly 
competitive markets, advertising is crucial issue, what opposes Örs (2003) notion. 
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8. Implications of the study 

As this study has shown, the character of the advertising is highly linked to the actual 

market situation. Furthermore, the advertising seems to play an important role for the 

competitiveness and the differentiation of the firms between them. In addition, the advertising 

appears as a dynamic way of communication to convince potential customers. Thereby, the 

study is an important source of information concerning advertising characteristics, in its broad sense, 

during the present economic situation. 
However, both limitations and results of this study should be the main incentives of 

formulating new problematic issues for the future researches. First, the future research should 

take into consideration the largest sample in order to have more objective results. The most 

the sample is wide and heterogeneous, the most the precision is increased. Here, also other 

banks belonging to different groups mentioned should be included, what would build the 

sample of various units when it comes to both banks’ characteristics as well as their 

advertising strategies. 

Second, as the study is focused on several aspects like language and pictures, the 

future researches should go in-depth of every particular element by using mainly quantitative 

researches based on the big sample of respondents. By that way, the cognitive processing 

model elements would have more reliable character and could have been applied to wider 

group of scientific researches.  

Third, as this descriptive study takes place during the unstable economic situation of 

the large scope, the following future researches should be focused on the comparative aspects 

between characteristics of ‘financial crisis advertising’, the previous advertising and the 

advertising of upcoming period. By that way, not only the adequate changes occurring over 

time would be shown, but also confirmation of the unique character of this study would take 

place.  

In the same way, the evolution of the Internet advertising phenomenon, including 

development of the software (like anti-pop-up blockers) should be considered as well. As a 

matter of fact, it is nowadays easy to avoid inappropriate or untimely advertising. Therefore, 

issues like: Will the online advertising scope decrease? Or, Will companies discontinue 

investing in Internet ads? have highly random character based on presuming. Finally, one 

should consider the importance of the following issue: If the people’s attention to online 

advertising will decrease in the future, what will constitute bank online advertising 

alternative? 
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Appendix A- Survey 

SURVEY 

Information obtained thanks to the following survey will be used in the bachelor 

thesis under the title: “Internet advertising of banks in Sweden during the present 

financial crisis”. 

Filling in the survey rests on signing the proper blank  

1. Are you a client of any bank from the list: Nordea, SEB, 
Handelsbanken, Swedbank? (if YES, which) YES □ 

……………….. 
NO □ 

2. Do you often pay attention to the Internet ads? 
YES □ NO □ 

3. Does this ad have a potential to attract attention? 
YES □ NO □ 

4. Does this ad provide rather rational (product-oriented) or 
emotional (customer-oriented) incentives? 

RATIONAL 

□ 

EMOTIONAL 

□ 
5. Is likeability of this ad rather high or low? HIGH 

□ 
LOW 

□ 
6. Can you point any product/message thoughts connected with the ad?16 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. Can you point any source-oriented thoughts connected with the ad?17 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. Can you point any advertising execution thoughts connected with the ad?18 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 

9. Do you have any biases towards the brand, which 
presents the product? YES □ NO □ 

This part is supposed to be made out by the interviewer:  
10. General classification 

of the ad: 
BANNER 

□ 
POP-UP 

 □ 
BUTTON 

□ 

ON.SPONS. 

□ 
KEY WORD ADV. 

□ 
11. Is the ad verbal or visual? VERBAL 

□ 
VISUAL 

□ 
12. Is the ad rather close or open? CLOSE 

□ 
OPEN 

□ 
Thank you for filling in the survey! 

                                                           

According to FILL (2001, ch.20): 
16 These are thoughts that are related to the product or communication itself. The reader can agree or disagree with the 
content of a message, e.g. counter arguments arise when the message makes claims that oppose the beliefs or perceptions 
held by the receiver. 
17 The source of the message can be seen as annoying, distrustful or appropriate and likeable. As the s.-o. thoughts relate to 
the environment in which the ad was seen, in our case we relate to the suitability of the Internet as the message source. 
18 This relate to the creativity, tone and style in which an advertisement has been executed. Advertisement produces some 
feeling and emotions, which can form the attitude toward the advertisement.  
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Appendix B- Collection of the ads 

1. 6ordea 

 

Picture 1. The mellow ad of Nordea’s homepage 
Source: http://www.nordea.se/200000.html [17.03.2009] 

  

Picture 2. Economy makes many sleep bad 
Source: http://www.nordea.se/Privat/200004.html 
[10.04.2009] 

Picture 3. Do you pay your bills in the bank office?  
Source: http://www.nordea.se/Privat/200004.html 
[12.04.2009] 

 

Picture 4. We at Nordea will help you to find solutions that will enable you to realize your plans 
Source: http://www.nordea.se/Privat/Bli+kund/201964.html [01.03.2009] 

 

Picture 5. New mission and a reduced dividend in 2008 to strengthen the capital base by EUR 3 billion 
Source: http://www.nordea.com/49132.html [01.03.2009] 

 

 
Picture 6. Replacing the bank? Call us! 
Source: http://www.hitta.se [01.04.2009] 

Picture 7. Google maps-engine connected ad 
Source:http://www.google.se/search?hl=sv&q=Nordea 
&meta=&aq=f&oq= 
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Picture 8. Save to Africa-fund-a novelty at Nordea/Take part of one of the world's fasting growing 
markets – dynamic skyscraper 
Source: http://www.di.se [25.03.2009] 

 

Picture 9. A safe choice for your savings. Become a customer of Nordea today! 
Source: http://www.google.se/search?hl=sv&q=Nordea&meta=&aq=f&oq= 

2. SEB 

 

Picture 10. Easy firm. New package for you with individual firm/ Select a capital protected investment 
with both security and opportunity – dynamic banner 
Source: http://www.seb.se/pow/default.asp [17.03.2009] 

 

Picture 11. The offer relates to posting fee for account credit and loans and the annual fee for Eurocard 
Corporate Limit/ Expansion plans for your individual business. Get simple company with the simple 
funding – dynamic banner with active animation (the exceptional case of ad) 
Source: http://www.seb.se/pow/default.asp [12.04.2009] 

 

Picture 12. Basic values of SEB 
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Source: the own work, adapted from: http://www.seb.se/pow/wcp/sebgroup.asp?lang=se [01.03.2009] 

 

 

Picture 13. Bank’s CEO- Welcome to SEB 
Source:http://www.sebgroup.com/pow/wcp/sebgrou
p.asp [01.03.2009] 

Picture 14. Bank’s social commitment  
Source:http://www.sebgroup.com/pow/wcp/sebgroup.asp 
[01.03.2009] 

  

Picture 15. How does your economy if interest 
rates go up? Expert gives you the eye  
Source:http://www.seb.se/pow/wcp/index.asp?websi
te=TAB1 [01.03.2009] 

Picture 16. SEB received the award for investment 
in small businesses.  
Source:http://www.seb.se/pow/wcp/index.asp?website=T
AB2 [21.04.2009] 

  

Picture 17. How should I start  
Source:http://www.seb.se/pow/wcp/index.asp?websi
te=TAB2 [21.04.2009] 

Picture 18. SEB Simple loan. Borrow between 
30,000 and 350,000 kr SEK without security and to 
low interest rates and with a low interest rate of 
5.89%. You… 
Source:http://www.smarto.se [11.04.2009] 

 
Picture 19. (…) Then, we encourage you to search our trainee program. Read more at seb.se/jobs. 
Application deadline is April 26 
Source: http://www. merajobb.se [11.04.2009] 

 

Picture 20. “But if I do end with Sara I have no TV anymore.” Easy loan from 5.34% 
Source:http:// www. hitta.detmesta.nu.1 
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3. Handelsbanken 

 

 
Picture 21. Those who feel that they like us 
Source:http://www.handelsbanken.se/shb/INeT/ISta
rtSv.nsf/FrameSet?OpenView&amp;iddef=privat&a
mp;navid=Z2_Privattjanster&amp;navob=247&amp
;base=/Shb/Inet/ICentSv.nsf&amp;sa=/Shb/Inet/ICe
ntSv.nsf/default/q715146A7FA52AE01C12572680
0483FA2 [12.04.2009] 

Picture 22. Without taking unnecessary risks 
Source:http://www.handelsbanken.se/shb/INeT/IStartSv.
nsf/FrameSet?OpenView&amp;iddef=privat&amp;navid
=Z2_Privattjanster&amp;navob=247&amp;base=/Shb/In
et/ICentSv.nsf&amp;sa=/Shb/Inet/ICentSv.nsf/default/q7
15146A7FA52AE01C125726800483FA2 [12.04.2009] 

 

 

Picture 23. Do you want personal advices?  
Source:http://www.handelsbanken.se/shb/INeT/ISta
rtSv.nsf/FrameSet?OpenView&amp;iddef=privat&a
mp;navid=Z2_Privattjanster&amp;navob=247&amp
;base=/Shb/Inet/ICentSv.nsf&amp;sa=/Shb/Inet/ICe
ntSv.nsf/default/q715146A7FA52AE01C12572680
0483FA2 [12.04.2009] 

Picture 24. Get advice to our stock broker 
Source:http://www.handelsbanken.se/shb/INeT/IStartSv.
nsf/FrameSet?OpenView&amp;iddef=privat&amp;navid
=Z2_Privattjanster&amp;navob=247&amp;base=/Shb/In
et/ICentSv.nsf&amp;sa=/Shb/Inet/ICentSv.nsf/default/q7
15146A7FA52AE01C125726800483FA2 [12.04.2009] 

 

 

Picture 25. When the opportunity comes up 
Source:http://www.handelsbanken.se/shb/INeT/ISta
rtSv.nsf/FrameSet?OpenView&amp;iddef=privat&a
mp;navid=Z2_Privattjanster&amp;navob=247&amp
;base=/Shb/Inet/ICentSv.nsf&amp;sa=/Shb/Inet/ICe
ntSv.nsf/default/q715146A7FA52AE01C12572680
0483FA2 [12.04.2009] 

Picture 26. European pay market with SEPA 
Source:http://www.handelsbanken.se/shb/INeT/IStartSv.
nsf/FrameSet?OpenView&amp;iddef=privat&amp;navid
=Z2_Privattjanster&amp;navob=247&amp;base=/Shb/In
et/ICentSv.nsf&amp;sa=/Shb/Inet/ICentSv.nsf/default/q7
15146A7FA52AE01C125726800483FA2 [17.03.2009] 

  

Picture 27. Meeting house for safe forest 
accounts  
Source:http://www.handelsbanken.se/shb/INeT/ISta
rtSv.nsf/FrameSet?OpenView&amp;iddef=ombanke
n&amp;navid=Investor_Relations&amp;sa=/Shb/In
et/ICentSv.nsf/Default/q700BBE2F5D0AE8B2C12

Picture 28. Ordinary place for safe forest accounts 
Source:http://www.atl.nu [01.04.2009] 
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571F10024A224 [21.04.2009] 
 

Picture 29. Leasing- something to look forward 
to  
Source:http://www.atl.nu [11.04.2009] 

 

4. Swedbank 

 

Picture 30. Economy affects you. But how?  
Source: http://www.swedbank.se/sst/inf/out/infOutWww1/0,,2700,00.html [01.03.2009] 

 

 

Picture 31. World is ready for your business. 
Are you ready for World?  
Source:http://www.swedbank.se/sst/inf/out/infOutW
ww1/0,,113502,00.html [01.03.2009] 

Picture 32. Advices presented in cooperation 
with.Source:http://www.swedbank.se/sst/inf/out/infOut
Www1/0,,21902,00.html [01.03.2009] 

  

Picture 33. Market prognosis 
Source:http://www.swedbank.se/sst/inf/out/infOutW
ww1/0,,21902,00.html [01.03.2009] 

Picture 34. Welcome to Swedbank’sAnnual 
General Meeting on 24th April 
Source:http://www.swedbank.se/sst/inf/out/infOutWww
1/0,,1842,00.html [21.04.2009] 

  

Picture 35. Open Future Account Max in March, 
so you will obtain high interest!  
Source:http://www.swedbank.se/sst/inf/out/infOutW
ww1/0,,2700,00.html [17.03.2009] 

Picture 36.  Interactive ad  
Source:http://www.swedbank.se/sst/inf/out/infOutWww
1/0,,134035,00.html [01.03.2009] 
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Picture 37. In cooperation with 
Source: http://www.va.se 

 

Picture 38. Gold Lining Account with 3.5% interest! Collect all of your retirement savings with us and 
you will receive a... 
Source:http://www.kuriren.nulokala 

 


